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SEE WHAT OUR NEIGHBORHOOD IS DOING IN THE WINTER!

Wow, where we all
go in the Winter!
By Janice Gonzales

Boy our community is well
traveled. Above on the left,
Steve and Vickie Baska enjoying
New York and Rockefeller
Center. Pat Cheever on the right,
standing on the corner in
Winslow Arizona… such a fine
site to see!
A few of our residents are
snowbirds traveling to Arizona
for the winter.
Bob and Carla Almer were in
Mexico this winter playing in the
sand and water!
Kathleen and Drew are always
tromping off to some far away
exotic place. We have a few
pictures to testify to that.

Another well-travelled couple,
Ken and Sue Ryerson had a great
trip to south Africa and the
Seychelles this winter. Ask them
to see pictures of their African
Safari. We have a few to tease!
Dana and Bob Roy love to fish
whenever, they can find a river.
This couple are quite the golfers
and fishermen!

SOCIAL NEWS, ARCHITECTURE NOTES,
CORRECTIONS TO DIRECTORY

Brian Mitchell and a special
person in his life, Susan, have
been enjoying traveling back and
forth from Denver to
Philadelphia.
We couldn’t have asked for
better weather so far this
season…but I hear the calling of
spring. I am looking forward to
the new season! How about you?

Doug and Steff Moen travel up
to their winter location in the
mountains as often as they can.
Sometimes, their
grandchildren’s cry brings them
back into to town. I know it’s
hard to resist that cry, huh?
Janice and Lorenzo were able to
sneak away to Austria for
Christmas to visit their youngest
son, Derek and his family.
Beautiful Christmas markets.
Also, visiting Mexico where the
sun was oh so nice!

Stay tuned for our next
gig, May 5th at 5:30 in the
neighborhood!
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Drew and
Kathleen
Conneen

On board, we’ve never seen so
many unique carved pumpkins.
(right) The Matterhorn seemed
small with all the magnificent
vistas.

Come on Kathleen, we’ve got
another train to catch as we
travel through Switzerland.

(right) We loved Barcelona and
avoided being pickpocketed!
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Doug and Stephanie
Moen
Doug, daughter and
granddaughter skiing!
(right) Doug and Steff getting
ready for a sleigh ride near
Frisco.
(Bottom right) Doug and Steff
family at the Continental
Divide.
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Moya (daughter) and Silas in
Giants Causeway…Cold!

Vicki and Jerry Seitz
(top right) Vicki, Jerry and son
“Junior” shortly after “White
coat” ceremony in Dublin,
Ireland.

Ken and Sue
Ryerson
Beaching in the Seychelles and
some of their very up-close
pictures of animals in the
Kruger National Park reserve in
South Africa.
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Bob and

Dana Roy
Brian Mitchell and
girlfriend, Susan on top of
Aspen Mountain.
(top right) Bob and Dana
enjoying golf in Tucson.
(right) Dana Roy fly fishing
knee deep.
(bottom) Wow Bob, show us
how to cast with that rod!
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Bob and
Carla Almer

Carla basking in the sun of
Mexico.
(top right) Zip lining in Playa
del Carmen.

What’s that Bob…looks like
your relaxing way too much!
(bottom right) Carla skiing at
Loveland…she loves to stay
active!
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Neighbor message
and Bunco

BUNCO
Anyone…

Letter from Natalie Roesch to the community:
It is with some sadness as I write this. Rod and I are
moving to Legacy Village, an Independent/Assisted
Living complex just down the road.
We have lived here since the autumn of 1999 and
enjoyed all these years: the view, the tranquility, wild
life, the changing seasons, fabulous sunsets, and
friendships we have made. But for us, it is time.
The good news is that my son Bret and his wife, Lori
Thayer have bought our home! So, we will be able to
come back and visit and pass what we loved to two
people we love very much.
Natalie Roesch
March 6, 2018
P.S. Is anyone interested in buying an infrared sauna?
Unfortunately, I will not be able to take it to the
Legacy Village. This is a small closet size cedar sauna,
which has great health benefits. Just give me a call for
more information. 303-663-2219

This social event is hosted the last
Tuesday of each month. It continues
to be a great success for the
community.
Next game is scheduled April 24th at
Judy Kleeman’s house. We still need a
host for May 29th. Mary Lou Dreier is
hosting June 25th. Contact the social
committee if you would like to join or
to host this event in the future.
Castlepointe-social@cpnhoa.org
If anyone else would like to advertise
any gatherings around the
community please reach out to the
social committee and we will try to
get out the word!
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This section in the newsletter, neighbors will share with one another news that we all would like to
HEAR about in our community. It can be a “thank you”, an illness, a new baby, adoption,
death...anything and everything.

• (left) Congratulations go to Vicki and Jerry Seitz’s son Jerome or more affectionately
called “Junior’ as he received his “white” coat during a ceremony in Dublin Ireland. He is
finishing his 2nd year of medical school.
• (middle) Lori and Dave Gross celebrated their son Parker and new daughter-in-law
Brittany’s wedding on March 30th in Sacramento California! We send our congratulations
to the new couple…
• (right) A special Christmas for Janice and Lorenzo Gonzales in Vienna Austria. Their son
Derek, wife Selma, grandson Mateo (5) and granddaughter Enna (3) saying “hello” to
Colorado!
• Rod and Natalie Roesch are moving in June into a two-bed room unit, in the new Legacy
Village of Castle Pines. It will be just a “shout out” distance for all of us.
• Condolences to Lee and Betty Le Febre, as Lee’s brother Don recently passed away.
• Our sincere deepest empathy goes to Phil and Mary Dee Seibold…they recently lost their
oldest daughter Susan, age 49 due to congestive heart failure.
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Directory Correction/Addition
The highlighted areas are the corrections needed to be updated in our directory.
Change:
Kathleen Conneen cell: 720-799-6906
Remove Maxine Dunn
Addition:
Please contact social committee (castlepointe-social@cpnhoa.org) if you know of any changes
that need to be made to the directory.

We are proud to live in such a community that cares….

See you all
soon at
Progressive
Janice,
Carla and
Lori

